
 

Key Stage One  
Term 3 2018 

    These are some suggested activities for you to do at home. 

    When you have done an activity tell your teacher so that you 

can      show the class what you did.  
 

 Glossary List. Make a list of 10 animals. Now write the 

list in alphabetical order. Can you write a clue to describe 

some of the animals? 
 

 Write a list of all the questions you ask your mum and dad 

or your mum and dad ask you.  Don't forget to use question 

marks instead  of a full-stop! What are the answers to these 

questions?  

 

 Draw a  picture of one of these conversations. 
 

 Washing line lists. For 2 people 

Imagine your family have put a huge pile of clothes in 

the washing machine and pegged everything out to dry. 

Start the sentence 'On the washing line I saw ...   

The first person writes a word (and a comma!). Then the 

next  person adds another word (and a comma!) to the 

same sentence.  Keep going until you have 10 things in 

your list. 

You could have a go at doing your own funny, long list 

        On my bedroom floor I found... 

     In tge drafon’s cave I found… 
 

 What do you like to do when it snows?  Draw pictures of 

as many different things to do in the snow that you can 

think of. Write labels underneath each picture to match 

it. 



        
 Design a snowmobile. 
 

 Design a home for an animal that lives in the Arctic or  

Antarctic. 

 

 Research an animal which lives in a hot or cold climate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 
Year 1 Maths Activities 

        Starter for 20! 
1. You will need some counters (pieces of dry pasta, dried beans or 

Lego® make good counters!) and a coin.  

2.  Play this game with a partner.  

3.  Start with 20 counters each.  
4. Take turns to play.  

5. Spin a coin. Heads, remove 2 counters. Tails, remove 3 counters. 
6.  Before you remove the counter, you must say (without counting!) 

how many you will have left. 

7.  If you are correct, you may remove the counters. If you are not 
correct, you have to miss that turn. 

8.  The first person to get rid of all their counters, wins. Play again! 

 

Eggs Eleven 
1. Find ways to use coins to buy each egg. .  

2. You must use different coins to buy each one! 

3.  But you can’t use more than 5 of any one coin!  

4. 4 Can you find different ways to buy more eggs for 11p 
 



 
 

Year 2 Maths Activities 
           Making 20 
    How many different ways can you make 20p?  

    You may not use more than five of any one coin.  
    Can you show that you have found ALL the ways of making 20p?   

    What is the fewest number of coins you can use? 
    What about making 50p or £1? 

 

 
 

    Triangle Numbers 
    The numbers 1, 3, 6, 10, 15… are called triangular numbers. This is 
because 

     they can be made into triangles.  

     Can you make the first twelve triangular numbers?  
     Explore the patterns in these numbers. Which ones are even? Odd? 

 



 


